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ALP01GS
SOFT-TOUCH PROGRAMMABLE WARE WASHERS - RACK 600 x 700 mm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Stainless steel structure 18/10 AISI 304. Double-skinned balanced dual door. Wash tank with rounded edges and inclination, thus
ensuring the complete drainage of dirty water.
Washing system having 3 wash arms in the upper part and 4 wash arms in the lower part with particularly shaped jets for keeping
them free from solid waste.
Three working cycles: 120 seconds, 240 seconds or continuous.
High capacity double-boiler system.
Double stainless steel surface filters in the tank for collecting solid waste.
Low tension (24V) soft-touch control panel. Temperature thermometer.
Possibility to change the cycle parameters thanks to palmtop with simple logic. Possibility to program the working cycle.
The programmable THERMOLOCK system ensures that the rinsing cycle starts only at the temperature of 85°C: the ideal temperature
for strongly reducing the bacterial load.
Steam is carried out through a chimney.
The built-in W.A.G.P. system ensures excellent rinsing and prevents dirty water from flowing back to the main water system.
600 x 700 mm basket. Possibility to wash baking trays and other items up to 600 mm.
The lower wash pump is more powerful than the upper wash pump and it has a delayed action, so that items to wash do not move
from their position when the washing cycle starts.
Standard equipped with built-in rinse aid dispenser for the best drying results. Standard equipped with built-in connection for
detergent dispenser.
Wide range of options available on demand. Winding shower available on demand.
Standard equipped with a stainless steel plain rack, a rack for baking trays and a ladles rack.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Width: 800 mm
Depth: 860 mm
Height: 1900 mm
Volume: 1.31 m³
Rack dimensions: 600x700 mm
Useful height: 640
Working cycles: 120-240 + inf. sec
Electrical power: 12.70 kW
Electric power: 230 V/ 3 - 400 V / 3+N/ 50-60 Hz
Racks/Hour: 30-15
WAGP: Standard

